
WEST VIRGINIA ABANDONED MINE LAND RECLAMATION 

Robinson, N. A, (Project Manager, West Virginia Department of Energy, Charleston, WV). Public Law 95-87 
provides funds, through taxes levied on each ton of coal mined, to reclaim abandoned mine sites which pose 
health and safety hazards to the general public. Only those sites which were abandoned before August 3, 
1977, or for which there is no continuing reclamation responsibility are eligible for abandoned mine land 
(AML) funding. Due to its extensive mining history, west Virginia possesses some of the most severe 
hazards in the nation, including subsidence, unstable refuse piles, unsealed or improperly sealed mine 
entries, and underground mine fires. Where homes located above abandoned mine workings are affected by 
subsidence, exploratory drilling programs are used to reveal the conditions of the mine void, which is 
then filled with a grout or concrete mixture, stabilizing ground surface movement. Coal refuse piles 
which are burning can choke narrow valleys with smoke and noxious fumes, and piles which were initially 
dumped haphazardly over steep hillsides can present a ·stability problem. Constant erosion introduces acid 
and sediment loads to the receiving streams. Reclamation involves regrading the refuse material into the 
stable configuration and controlling surface drainage. Open entries to underground deep mines with 
decaying roof supports are sealed using a gravel bulkhead to prevent public access. Collapsed deep mine 
entries can dam up mine drainage until hydraulic head pressure forces a "blowout 11 or explosive discharge 
of this drainage. A gravel bulkhead seal with a perforated PVC pipe is installed in the entry to prevent 
access, provide for the free flow of drainage, and eliminate potential hydraulic head buildup. 
Underground coal mine fires, a serious threat throughout West Virginia's coalfields, have ignited forest 
fires that subsequently devoured large acreages of forests and endangered local residents. West 
Virginia's AML program has extinguished one mine fire to date utilizing a method known as total filling. 
The West Virginia Abandoned Mine Lands Program has completed over 150 projects, costing 60 million 
dollars, and successfully abating health and safety hazards on all, 
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CONTROLLED GROUT COLUMNS, A POINT-SUPPORT TECHNIQUE FOR MINE SUBSIDENCE ABATEMENT 

Michael, P.R. (1), Lees, A. s. (2), Crandall, T. M. (.3), and Craft, J, L. (4). ((1) Geologist, (2) 
Mechanical Engineer Technician, (3) Supervisory Physical Scientist, (lJ) Geologist, Office of Surface 
Mining Reclamation and Enforcement, Pittsburgh, PA). Mixtures of fly ash, sand, gravel, and cement are 
commonly used to fill abandoned room-and-pillar coal mines in order to prevent or abate surface subsidence 
due to mine void closure, However, the large volume of material required to provide support to mine 
pillars, overlying strata, and surface facilities (e.g. buildings, roads, and utilities) is extremely 
costly. Controlled placement of the material and sufficient roof contact are often difficult to achieve. 
To maximize control of the emplaced material and improve roof contact, a method for the remote 
construction of cylindrical columns within the mine void has been developed. Nylon fabric bags are 
attached to the injection pipe, inserted through a borehole into the mine void, and subsequently filled 
with a fly ash/cement mixture. Cylindrical columns 6 ft in diameter and 12 ft high have been successfully 
constructed at a reclamation project site in Yorkville, Jefferson County, OH. Further development is 
needed to study: (1) improved bag design, (2) optimum fill material, (3) grout pumping rates and 
pressures, (4) remote monitoring of column construction, (5) physical limitations of the technique, and 
(6) remote installation of the support bag. 
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